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Rising bond yields pose macro risks for Eurozone equities
Summary


Sharp increases in interest rates revive macro risks for Eurozone’s indebted economies



Highly leveraged balance sheets of banks and bank reliant companies sour sentiment
on Eurozone’s equity markets



Investors may consider a short leveraged position on Eurozone equities by buying the
Boost EURO STOXX 50 3x Short Daily ETP (3EUS)
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Rising borrowing costs revive concerns over the
state of overleveraged balance sheets in the
Eurozone. The banking sector is driving the
negative sentiment as higher interest rates may
hinder their ability to restructure. As a result, bank
stocks and industrial stocks reliant on bank
funding appear vulnerable in this environment.
Investors may consider a short leveraged position
in Eurozone equities using the Boost EURO
STOXX 50 3x Short Daily ETP (3EUS).
Recent interest rate increases have rattled financial
markets. Since May, long dated bond yields have
increased by 40 to 50 basis points across the US and

major Eurozone sovereign issuers. Barring Germany,
where yields have risen moderately, the moves in
bond markets have been large, relatively sharp and
unusual at a time of benign inflation and retreating
equity markets.
If bond yields are rising on the back of improving
economic outlook, then inflation expectations should
also rise. However, there is currently little evidence of
this trend taking hold of the Eurozone. Producer
sentiment across core Eurozone members, while
showing signs of improvement, remain deeply
depressed. Meanwhile, inflation continues to fall,
evidence that consumer spending remains weak.
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In the absence of growth indicators picking up, the rise
in bond yields will be perceived by the market as a
destabilising macro event for the Eurozone. This is
fuelled by renewed uncertainty over the direct link
between indebted governments and overleveraged
banks. In particular, contingent liabilities, which are
assumed by government but are recorded as unofficial
debt (given the difficulty in estimating future losses by
banks) remain a concern.

industrial names that remain overly reliant on both
bank funding and exporting to Eurozone countries, are
hitting Eurozone equity markets harder than stocks in
other markets. The recent sharp increases in interest
rates will not help matters. As a result, investors
anticipating further selling pressure may consider a
short leveraged position on Eurozone equities and buy
the Boost EURO STOXX 3x Short Daily ETP (3EUS).

Governments of Spain, Italy and Portugal, more than
others, depend on interest rates remaining low to
refinance debt at affordable levels and help restore
public finances. Likewise, the overleveraged banks
depend on low interest rates in two ways. Firstly, it
keeps the fixed income trading book profitable, which
continues to be predominantly comprised of Eurozone
securities. Secondly, it allows the distressed
mortgages sitting in the loan book to recover. At a time
when nonperforming loans are still rising in Spain and
Italy, the higher interest rates will undermine this
healing process. Until restructuring of the banks and
bank debt is completed, contingent liabilities will linger
and force related sovereigns bonds to trade at a higher
risk premium. This may also undermine sentiment in
the Eurozone industrial sectors that, outside of
Germany, are reliant on bank borrowing as opposed to
debt capital fund raising. The prevailing wide bond
1
yield spreads* shows that investors remain concerned
about the creditworthiness of peripheral Eurozone
sovereigns. Given the reluctance of the ECB to
directly intervene in bond markets, the rising borrowing
costs are likely to only undermine sentiment further.
As indicated in the chart, the high level of
indebtedness remains primarily present in Eurozone
equities. While financial and industrial companies in
France, Italy, Spain and Benelux have weathered the
prolonged recession by cutting headcount, freezing
wages and divesting assets, low interest rates since
2010 have not helped them to de-lever their balance
sheets to the same degree as companies in the US or
UK. If total outstanding debt (net of cash and
equivalents) to operating earnings is anything to go by,
then the financial gearing of Eurozone companies is
almost 4x larger than those of the US or UK.
With a sector weighting of ~18% in DJ Euro STOXX
600, bank stocks remain disproportionately overweight
in Eurozone equity benchmarks, in spite of deeply
discounted valuations. This, coupled with the many
1

For Portugal, Spain and Italy, the bond yield spread over German
Bunds is 490, 300 and 280 bps respectively, as at 13 June 2013
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Disclaimer
This communication has been provided by Boost ETP LLP which is an appointed representative of Mirabella Financial Services LLP which is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
The products discussed in this document are issued by Boost Issuer PLC (the “Issuer”) under a Prospectus approved by the Central Bank of Ireland as having
been drawn up in accordance with the Directive 2003/71/EC. The Prospectus has been passported from Ireland into the United Kingdom and is available on the
websites of the Central Bank of Ireland and the Issuer. Please read the Prospectus before you invest in any Exchange Traded Products (“ETPs”). Neither the
Issuer nor Boost ETP LLP is acting for you in any way in relation to the investment to which this communication relates, or providing investment advice to you.
The information is not an offer to buy or sell or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or investment. You are advised to seek your own independent
legal, investment and tax or other advice as you see fit.
The value of an investment in ETPs may go down as well as up and past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. An investment in ETPs is
dependent on the performance of the underlying index, less costs, but it is not expected to match that performance precisely. ETPs involve numerous risks
including among others, general market risks relating to the relevant underlying index, credit risks on the provider of index swaps utilised in the ETP, exchange
rate risks, interest rate risks, inflationary risks, liquidity risks and legal and regulatory risks.
ETPs offering daily leveraged or daily short exposures (“Leveraged ETPs”) are products which feature specific risks that prospective investors should
understand before investing in them. Higher volatility of the underlying indices and holding periods longer than a day may have an adverse impact on the
performance of Leveraged ETPs. As such, Leveraged ETPs are intended for financially sophisticated investors who wish to take a short term view on the
underlying indices. As a consequence, Boost ETP LLP is not promoting or marketing Boost ETPs to Retail Clients. Investors should refer to the section entitled
"Risk Factors" and “Economic Overview of the ETP Securities” in the Prospectus for further details of these and other risks associated with an investment in
Leveraged ETPs and consult their financial advisors as needed.
This marketing information is derived from information generally available to the public from sources believed to be reliable although Boost ETP LLP does not
warrant the accuracy or completeness of such information. All registered trademarks referred to herein have been licensed for use. None of the products
discussed above are sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by any registered trademark owner and such owners make no representation or warranty regarding
the advisability on dealing in any of the ETPs.
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